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Rabban Gamliel made several statements regarding phenomenon during the messianic era for which he had to 
explain to a questioning talmud that there was world precedent already:  
 
1. A woman will give birth every day. World precedent: a hen can produce multiple offspring different times.   
2. Trees will produce fruit daily. World precedent: a caper bush blooms at different times.  
3. E” Y will produce rolls and fine woolen garments from the earth. World precedent: Mushrooms and truffles 
grow overnight in full form. Shape of mushrooms is like rolls. The inside of a palm tree has a wooly substance.  
Maharsha: The point of all drashos of Rabban Gamliel is that earth will have advance vitality.  
 
A person should always be humble like Hillel and not so exacting from people like Shammai.  
The gemara relays a story of an individual who was bet 400 zuz to make Hillel angry. He asked him a series of 
questions on Erev Shabbos to which Hillel was happy to answer. Maharsha explains that the guy was 
baiting Hillel with all these questions.  
 
The gemara relays the stories of 3 gentiles who sought to become converts. Each of them 
approached Shammai first. Shammai chased them away, while Hillel accepted them and taught them Torah.  
These three individual converts meet each other and said: the exacting nature of Shammai almost sought to 
remove us from this world. The humiility of Hillel allowed us to come under the wings of the shechina.    
 
Postscript: In Pirkei Avos, Shammai is the one who says that one should always receive everyone with a shining 
countenance. R' Lau writes that this was written after these stories and this shows that Shammai realized he 
should have treated them with a sweeter fashion. 
 
The posuk in Yeshaya refers to shisha sidrei mishna. The end of the posuk statest that it is only yiras 
Hashem (fear/reverence) that is the ikur (main thing). A person can learn any amount of Torah, but if a person 
does not have yiras Hashem (fear/reverence), a person is missing something fundamental.  
 
After 120 years on this earth, a person will be asked the following questions: Q1. Were you an honest 
businessman? Q2. Did you set aside time to learn (did you make it a fixed practice)? Q3. Did you try to have a 
family? Q4. Did you wait for Moshiach? Q5. Did you speak in matters of wisdom and broaden your intellectual 
horizons? However, regardless of the answers to these questions, only a person who had yiras Hashem will receive 
a favorable judgment. The gemara goes on to explains the importance of yiras Hashem through a variety of 
metaphors (preservative, keys to outer courtyard).  
 
R' Yannai: Woah to person who does not have a courtyard (yiras Hashem) but has a gate (Torah and mitzvos).  
R Yehuda: Hakodosh Baruch Hu created the world so that we would have an awareness of Him.  
 
R' Simon and R' Elazar story with R' Yaakov Bar Abba (standing for him because of fear or sin or because he was 
a talmud chochom). R' Elazar is the one who says he had yiras shomayim. We need to recognize that the Ribono 
Shel Olam is with us during every step of our life journey. The greatest quality a person can possess is the 
fear/reverence for Hakodosh Baruch Hu.  
 
Sometimes in life we mess up and we assume that once we mess up we are down and out. However, this is not the 
case. It does not mean you are beyond repair and beyond salvation. Don't think that once a sinner always a sinner.  
 
Bad enough that reshaim (evil doers) are not afraid of the day of death, they actively choose to live life pretending 
they do not know the consequences. A person should live recognizing that there is an accounting for one’s actions.  
 


